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GlydeaTM broadens your horizons
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GlydeaTM curtain motorization solutions meet the requirements
of the most prestigious projects.
Motorized curtains are becoming a common feature of top-of-the-range
projects such as high-quality hotels, luxury homes, meeting and
conference venues.
GlydeaTM is discreet, flexible and robust, offering personalized solutions
to serve your imagination and broaden your horizons.
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GlydeaTM, your guarantee of added value in a demanding market

With GlydeaTM motorization solutions, make your venue stand out in terms of image, usage and functionality.

• GlydeaTM improves the image of a venue and makes the job of service personnel easier.
• GlydeaTM provides the level of comfort reliability that users and guests expect of venues of this type.
• The automated feature of GlydeaTM motorization solutions contributes to energy savings and security (presence simulation).
• GlydeaTM extends the lifespan of your curtains, avoiding the damage caused by manual operation.
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Large choice
of positions

Classic runner

GlydeaTM 35 Master Carrier

Ripple runner

Heavy duty master carrier

Rail 30 cm curving radius

One touch ceiling bracket:
easy installation

Timing belt with fabric
on both side

Motor can be positioned
on opposite side on site

Swivel ceiling bracket:
minimum light gap

SOMFY INNOVATION

Lyrease Technology

Cover neat design
Touch Motion

GlydeaTM, the difference is in the detail
The sophistication of GlydeaTM is reflected in the simple forms and sleek lines of the motor and the rail.

My Function
Integrated power supply

SOMFY INNOVATION

Flexible control modules

Aesthetic

Flexibility

Quiet

Efficiency

Robust Design

• S omfy Innovation: Patented cover neat
design hides the cabling and protects
the connectors and the control modules
inside the motor.
•	Reduced gap light thanks to the rail
design and the swivel ceiling bracket.
•	Adjustable limits, to allow the curtain
to fall nicely.

• L arge offer of hardware:
Components to adapt to different
types of curtains.
• Somfy Innovation: Plug in modules
for a large range of control systems.

•	Low noise level of the motorized track
(<44 dB(A)), thanks to the motor
design and the use of a timing belt.
•	Soft start and soft stop.

• T ouch Motion feature, to open and close
the curtain simply by pulling
on the fabric.
• “My“ function, to automatically control
the curtain to a preferred position.
• Adjustable speed: 12.5 cm/s to 20 cm/s.

• S omfy Innovation: Lyrease mechanical
system which disengages automatically
the motor drive shaft for manual
operation preserving the fabric.
• Setting buttons and cabling not
accessible to the end user.
• No maintenance necessary after
installation.

GlydeaTM, Somfy quality
Tested for 15 years of operation.
5 years international warranty.
International certifications.
Warranty
year

All information subject to change without prior notice.
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Somfy, solutions for all indoor applications

To help you make your projects a success, Somfy is at your service with a dedicated local team and all the technological
know-how of a motorization specialist.

You can rely on Somfy’s expertise
For 40 years, Somfy has been at the forefront of developments in motorizing and automating solar protection devices. Somfy
solutions contibute to greatly improving the environmental efficiency of architectural projects in terms of energy savings, thermal
and visual comfort and natural ventilation.
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